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We derive necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the discrete mini-
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1. INTRODUCTION
The general theory for optimization problems on set functions was
w xinitiated by Morris 17 . This type of programming problem has many
interesting applications in fluid flow, electrical insulator design, and opti-
Ž w x.mal plasma confinement one can consult the references in 17 . Further
development on the optimization of set functions can be found in Chou et
w x w x w x w x w xal. 2 , Hsia et al. 5 , Lai et al. 6]9, 14, 15 , Lin 16 , and Zalmai 21, 22 .
1 The paper is partially supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan.
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In the last decade, many mathematicians have been interested in frac-
w xtional programming problems: see, for example, 1, 10, 11, 19, 20 . For
objective functions involving a family of ratios of subdifferentiable func-
tions in minimax programming problems, one can consult, for example, Lai
w x w xet al. 12]14 and Preda 18 , among others.
In this paper, we will consider minimax fractional programming for a
family of generalized convex set functions. Generalized convexities are
w xemployed in the proof of sufficient optimality conditions. Preda 18
Ž .investigated minimax fractional programming by I , r -convexity, and Lai
w x Ž .and Liu 14 introduced generalized I , r, u -convexity which extended the
Ž . w xgeneralized I , r -convexity of Preda 18 .
Necessary conditions on fractional programming of subdifferentiable
functions have been established in the form of Kuhn]Tucker-type condi-
tions. Sufficient conditions can be established under extra generalized
w xconvexity; see, for example, 12]14, 18, 19 , among others. In this paper,
we will derive Kuhn]Tucker-type necessary conditions and establish suffi-
cient conditions under extra generalized convexity on subdifferentiable set
functions. Based on the optimality conditions of necessity and sufficiency,
we can construct three kinds of dual models and prove several duality
theorems.
Some definitions and notation are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3,
we derive the Kuhn]Tucker-type necessary conditions and prove sufficient
Ž .conditions under generalized I , r, u -convexity. In Sections 4]6, some
dual models are formulated and some duality theorems are proved in the
weak, strong, and strictly converse cases.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Ž . Ž .Let X, G, m be a finite atomless measure space with L X, G, m1
Ž .separable. For f g L X, G, m and V g G, denote the integral H f dm by1 V
² :the dual pair f , x , where x denotes the characteristic function of VV V
Ž . Ž . w xand is also an element of L X, G, m , since m x - q‘. In 8 , Lai and‘
 4  Ž .4Lin called the sequence V s V j L j V l L a Morris sequencen n n
Ž . w x  4associated with V, L, l ; G = G = 0, 1 , if there exist sequences V ;n
 4V R L and L ; L R V such thatn
x “w* lx and x “w* 1 y l xŽ .V V R L L L R Vn n
imply
x “w* lx q 1 y l x ,Ž .V j L j ŽV l L . V Ln n
w* Ž .where “ denotes the weak* convergence of elements in L X, G, m .‘
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w xDEFINITION 2.1 8 . A subfamily S of G is called con¤ex if, for any
Ž . w x  4V, L, l g S = S = 0, 1 associated with a Morris sequence V in G,n
 4there exists a subsequence V such thatnk
 4V s V j L j V l L g S for all k .n n nk k k
w xDEFINITION 2.2 8 . A set function F: S ‹ R is called con¤ex on a
Ž . w xconvex subfamily S ; G if, for any V, L, l g S = S = 0, 1 , there exists
 4a Morris sequence V in S such thatn
lim sup F V F lF V q 1 y l F L .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
n“‘
w x Ž .DEFINITION 2.3 6 . An element f g L X, G, m is called a subgradient1
of a set function F: G “ R at V if it satisfies the inequality0
² :F V G F V q x y x , f for all V g G.Ž . Ž .0 V V 0
The set of all subgradients f for a set function F at V is denoted by0
Ž . Ž .› F V , namely, the subdifferential of F at V . If › F V / B, F is0 0 0
called subdifferentiable at V .0
Remark 2.1. Every convex real-valued set function is subdifferentiable
but the converse is not true.
w x  4DEFINITION 2.4 8 . A set function F: G ‹ R j ‘ with
Dom F s V g G F V is finite s S 4Ž .
Ž .is called w*-lower -upper semicontinuous at V g S if
y‘ - F V F lim inf F V lim sup F V F F V - ‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /n n
n“‘ n“‘
 4 w*for any sequence V ; S with x “ x .n V Vn
The function F is said to be w*-continuous at V if
F V s lim F VŽ . Ž .n
n“‘
 4 w*for any sequence V ; S with x “ x .n V Vn
Ž .We will use the convention that F B s 0 and denote the weak*-closure
 4of S by w throughout. A set function F: G ‹ R j ‘ is said to be proper
if F / ‘ on G.
w x Ž .DEFINITION 2.5 11 . A functional I on G = G = L X, G, m is said to1
be sublinear with respect to its third argument if, for any V, V g G,0
I V , V ; f q f F I V , V ; f q I V , V ; fŽ . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 1 0 2
for any f , f g L X , G , uŽ .1 2 1
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and
I V , V ; a f s a I V , V ; fŽ . Ž .0 0
for any a g R, a G 0, and f g L X , G , m .Ž .1
Ž .Now, we consider the notion of generalized I , r, u -convexity, an
Ž . w xextension of generalized I , r -convexity defined by Preda 18 , for nondif-
ferentiable set functions. Consider a sublinear functional I: G = G =
Ž .L X, G, m ‹ R and a set function F: G ‹ R. Let r g R and u : G = G1
w . Ž .‹ R ’ 0, ‘ such that u V, V / 0 if V / V . Throughout this paper,q 0 0
we assume that all set functions are subdifferentiable. The following
definitions are essential.
w xDEFINITION 2.6 11 .
Ž . Ž .1 The function F is said to be I , r, u -con¤ex at V if, for each0
Ž .V g G and f g › F V , we have0
F V y F V G I V , V ; f q ru V , V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .2 The function F is said to be I , r, u -quasicon¤ex at V if, for0
Ž .each V g G and f g › F V ,0
F V F F V implies I V , V ; f F yru V , V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .3 The function F is said to be prestrictly I , r, u -quasicon¤ex at
Ž .V if, for each V m EG and f g › F V ,0 0
F V - F V implies I V , V ; f F yru V , V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .4 The function F is said to be I , r, u -pseudocon¤ex at V if, for0
Ž .each V g G and f g › F V ,0
I V , V ; f G yru V , V implies F V G F V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .5 The function F is said to be strictly I , r, u -pseudocon¤ex at V0
Ž .if, for each V g G and f g › F V ,0
I V , V ; f G yru V , V implies F V ) F V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Remark 2.2. In the above definition, if r G 0 and if we take the
Ž .functional I: G = G = L X, G, m ‹ R to be the special case1
² :I V , V ; f s x y x , f ,Ž .0 V V 0
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Ž . Ž .then the I , r, u -convexity is called I*, r, u -con¤exity.
Ž . w xFor the I*, r, u -convexity set function F, Lai and Liu 11 proved the
following result:
w x Ž .Remark 2.3 11, Theorem 3.2 . Let F be an I*, r, u -convex real-val-
ued set function at V . Then F is convex at V .0 0
In this paper, we assume throughout that all set functions are subdiffer-
entiable. We will establish necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal-
ity and construct some duality models about the minimax fractional
programming problem
F VŽ .i
P Min maxŽ .
G VV 1FiFp Ž .i
subject to V g S and
 4H V F 0, j g 1, 2, . . . , m ,Ž .j
 4where S is a convex subfamily of G and F , yG : S ‹ R, i g 1, 2, . . . , p ,i i
and H , 1 F j F m, are convex set functions. Assume further that allj
functions F , G , 1 F i F p, H , 1 F j F m, except possibly one, are w*-i i j
continuous on S and that S contains a relative interior point, and assume
Ž . Ž .that G V ) 0 and F V G 0 for 1 F i F p and V g F , the set of alli i P
Ž .feasible solutions of P .
Ž . Ž w x.It is well known that the problem P is equivalent cf. 22 to the
nonfractional parametric problem
EP Minimize lŽ .
subject to F V y lG V F 0, 1 F i F p ,Ž . Ž .i i
H V F 0, 1 F j F m ,Ž .j
V g S .
We need the following lemmas.
w x Ž .LEMMA 2.1 22, Lemma 3.1 . If V* is an optimal solution of P , then
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..V*, l* with l* s max F V* rG V* is an optimal solution of1F iF p i i
Ž . Ž 0 0. Ž . 0EP . Con¤ersely, if V , l is an optimal solution of EP , then V is an
Ž .optimal solution of P .
w xLEMMA 2.2 22, Lemma 3.2 . For each V g S , one has
p p
f V ’ max F V rG V s max u F V u G V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýi i i i i iž /1FiFp ugI is1 ps1
 p < p 4where I ’ u g R Ý u s 1 .q is1 i
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For convenience, we state a scalar minimization problem as
SP Minimize A VŽ . Ž .
subject to V g S and
H V F 0, 1 F j F m ,Ž .j
where S is a subfamily of G, A: S ‹ R, and H : S ‹ R, 1 F j F m.j
For simplicity, throughout the paper we denote
p
pI s u g R u s 1 ,Ýq i½ 5
is1
i
F V s F V , . . . , F V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 p
i
G V s G V , . . . , G V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 p
i
H V s H V , . . . , H V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 m
For z g R m,
ziH x* s Ým z H x* , and › ziH x* s Ým z › H x* .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ks1 k k ks1 k k
w xIn 8 , Lai and Lin proved the necessary optimality conditions for
Ž .solutions of P as follows.
w x Ž .LEMMA 2.3 8, Theorem 11 . In problem SP , let S be a con¤ex
subfamily of G and let A, H , 1 F j F m, be proper con¤ex set functions onj
S ; G. Assume that Slater ’s qualification holds; that is, there exists an
element V g S such that0
H V - 0, 1 F j F m.Ž .j 0
Assume that all functions A, H , . . . , H , except possibly one, are w*-continu-1 m
ous on S and that S contains a relati¤e interior point. If V* is an optimal
Ž . msolution of problem P , then there exists a positi¤e element l* g R suchq
that the Kuhn]Tucker-type condition holds
l*iH V* s 0,Ž .
0 g › A V* q › l*iH V* q N V* ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S
where
² :N V* s f g L X , G , m x y x , f F 0 for all V g S .Ž . Ž . 4S 1 V V*
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3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT
OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
In this section, we use Lemmas 2.1]2.3 to derive some necessary and
Ž .sufficient conditions for the fractional programming problem P . The
following optimality conditions have been announced in the International
Ž w x.Conference on Nonlinear Analysis and Convex Analysis see Lai 23 . For
completeness, we include these resulst in this section. We will apply the
Ž .optimality conditions to form dual models of P and to establish some
duality theorems.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1 Necessary Optimality Condintions . Let V* g S be an
Ž . Žoptimal solution of P with optimal ¤alue l*. Let Slater ’s condition see
. Ž .Lemma 2.3 hold for EP and let all functions F , yG , 1 F i F p, H ,i i j
1 F j F m, be proper con¤ex set functions on S . Then there exist y* g R pq
m Ž .and z* g R such that V*, l*, y*, z* satisfiesq
0 g › y*iF V* q l*› yy*iG V*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q › z*iH V* q N V* , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S
iy* F V* y l*G V* s 0, 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
z*iH V* s 0. 3.3Ž . Ž .
Ž i .Ž .In addition, we assume that there does not exist any h g › z* H V* or any
Ž .h g N V* such thatS
h q h s 0.
Ž . Ž .Then relations 3.1 ] 3.3 are ¤alid and
p
Uy s 1. 3.4Ž .Ý i
is1
For con¤enience, such a point V* g S is called regular.
Ž .Proof. Since V* is an optimal solution of P with optimal value equal
Ž . Ž .to l*, by Lemma 2.1, V*, l* is an optimal solution of EP , and hence, by
p m Ž .Lemma 2.3, there exist y* g R , z* g R , with y*, z* / 0 such thatq q
Ž .V*, l*, y*, z* satisfies
0 g › y*iF V* q l*› yy*iG V*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q › z*iH V* q N V* , 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S
iy* F V* y l*G V* s 0,Ž . Ž .
z*iH V* s 0.Ž .
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Furthermore, if V* is regular then y* / 0. Indeed, if y* s 0 then, from
Ž . Ž .y*, z* / 0, z* / 0, and the expression 3.5 yields
0 g › z*iH V* q N V* . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S
Ž i .Ž . Ž .It follows that there exist h g › z* H V* and h g N V* satisfyingS
h q h s 0.
This is contrary to the regularity of V*. So y* / 0. Hence y* can be
p U Ž . Ž .normalized so that Ý y s 1. Consequently, the expressions 3.1 ] 3.4is1 i
hold, and the proof is complete.
Ž .To construct parameter-free duality models for problem P , we rewrite
Theorem 3.1 as follows:
Ž .THEOREM 3.2 Necessary Optimality Conditions . Let V* g S be a
Ž . Ž .regular optimal solution of P and Slater ’s condition see Lemma 2.3 be
Ž .¤alid for EP . Let all functions F , yG , 1 F i F p, H , 1 F j F m, bei i j
proper con¤ex set functions on S . Then there exist y* g I and z* g R m suchq
Ž .that V*, y*, z* satisfies
i i i0 g y* G V* › y* F V* q › z* H V*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q y*iF V* › yy*iG V* q N V* , 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . S
z*iH V* s 0, 3.8Ž . Ž .
and the optimal ¤alue is attained by
y*iF V* F V*Ž . Ž .i
f V* s s max . 3.9Ž . Ž .i G V*y* G V* 1FiFp Ž .Ž . i
Ž . Ž .Proof. From Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.2, the expressions 3.7 ] 3.9
i Ž . i Ž .hold by substituting y* F V* ry* G V* for l*. Hence the proof is
complete.
The necessary optimality conditions become sufficient under some extra
assumptions; we establish sufficient conditions under the generalized con-
vexity of set functions. Now we come to one of our main theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 3. Sufficient Optimality Conditions . Let V* g F , assumeP
m Ž . Ž .that there exist y* g I and z* g R which satisfy the conditions 3.7 ] 3.9 ,q
Ž . Ž .and let I V, V*, yh G 0 for each h g N V* , V g F . LetS P
A V s y*iG V* y*iF V y y*iF V* y*iG V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
B V s z*iH V ,Ž . Ž .
C V s A V q y*iG V* B V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Suppose any one of the following conditions is ¤alid:
Ž . i Ž . i Ž .a y* F is I , r , u -con¤ex at V*, yy* G is I , r , u -con¤ex at1 2
i Ž . i Ž . i Ž .V*, z* H is I , r , u -con¤ex at V*, and y* G V* r q y* F V* r q3 1 2
i Ž .y* G V* r G 0.3
Ž . Ž . Ž .b A is I , r , u -pseudocon¤x at V*, B is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex at1 2
i Ž .V*, and r q y* G V* r G 0.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .c A is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex at V*, B is strictly I , r , u -pseudo-1 2
i Ž .con¤ex at V*, and r q y* G V* r G 0.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .d A is prestrictly I , r , u -quasicon¤ex at V*, B is I , r , u -quasi-1 2
i Ž .con¤ex at V*, and r q y* G V* r ) 0.1 2
Ž . Ž .e C is I , r, u -pseudocon¤ex at V* and r G 0.
Ž . Ž .f C is prestrictly I , r, u -quasicon¤ex at V* and r ) 0.
Ž .Then V* is an optimal solution of P .
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that V* is not an optimal solution of
Ž .P . Then there exists a feasible solution V g F such that1 P
f V* ) f V .Ž . Ž .1
Ž .From 3.9 and Lemma 2.2, we have
y*iF V* ry*iG V* ) max b iF V rb iG VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
bgI
G y*iF V ry*iG V .Ž . Ž .1 1
It follows that
A V s y*iG V* y*iF V y y*iF V* y*iG V - 0 s A V* .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
3.10Ž .
Thus we have
i i iy* G V* y* F V y y* F V*Ž . Ž . Ž .1
i i iy y* F V* y* G V y y* G V* - 0. 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .Since V g F and from equality 3.8 , it follows that1 P
B V F 0 s B V* . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .Consequently, 3.10 and 3.12 yield
C V - 0 s C V* . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .1
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Ž . Ž i .Ž . Ž i .Ž .By 3.7 , there exist f g › y* F V* , h g › z* H V* , g g
Ž i .Ž . Ž .› yy* G V* , and h g N V* such thatS
y*iG V* f q h q y*iF V* g q h s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence, by the sublinearity of I , we have
I V , V*; y*iG V* f q h q y*iF V* g q h s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
and
I V , V*; y*iG V* f q h q y*iF V* g G yI V , V*; h G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
3.14Ž .
Ž .If hypothesis a holds, the following inequalities are valid:
y*iF V y y*iF V* G I V , V*; f q r u V , V* , 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
i iy y* G V y y* G V* G I V , V*; g q r u V , V* , 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1
z*iH V y z*iH V* G I V , V*; h q r u V , V* . 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 3 1
i Ž . i Ž . Ž .Now, by the nonnegativity of y* G V* and y* F V* , we multiply 3.15
i Ž . Ž . i Ž . Ž . i Ž .by y* G V* , 3.16 by y* F V* , and 3.17 by y* G V* , and add the
Ž . Ž . Ž .resulting inequalities. Then, from the ienqualities 3.14 , 3.11 , and 3.12 ,
we eventually obtain the inequality
0 ) y*iG V* r q y*iF V* r q y*iG V* r u V , V* .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3 1
This contradicts the fact that
y*iG V* r q y*iF V* r q y*iG V* r G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
Ž .Therefore, V* g S is an optimal solution of P .
Ž . Ž .If hypothesis b holds, using the I , r , u -pseudoconvexity of A at V*1
Ž .and the inequality 3.10 , we have
I V , V*; y*iG V* f q y*iF V* g - yr u V , V* . 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Since B is I , r , u -quasiconvex at V*, we get from 3.12 that2
I V , V*; h F yr u V , V* . 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since I is sublinear, from inequalities 3.18 , 3.19 , and 3.14 and the
i Ž .nonnegativity of y* G V* G 0, w eobtain
r q y*TG V* r u V , V* - 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1
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This is contrary to the fact that
r q y*iG V* r G 0 and u V , V* ) 0.Ž . Ž .1 2 1
Ž .So V* g S must be optimal for P .
Ž . Ž .The proof of the theorem under hypothesis c or d can be carried out
by ideas similar to those above.
Ž . Ž .If hypothesis e holds, using the I , r, u -pseudoconvexity of C at V*
Ž .and the inequality 3.13 , we have
I V , V*; y*iG V* f q h q y*iF V* g - yru V , V* . 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
Ž . Ž .By 3.14 and 3.20 , we obtain
ru V , V* - 0.Ž .1
Ž .This is contrary to the fact that r G 0, and u V , V* ) 0. Hence V* g S1
Ž .is an optimal for P .
Ž .Hypothesis f follows along the same lines of reasoning as above.
Therefore, the proof of the theorem is complete.
4. THE FIRST DUAL MODEL
Applying Theorme 3.2, we will introduce two parameter-free dual mod-
els and prove some duality theorems in the following sections. The
Ž .following problem is a dual model to P
DI Maximize yiF U q ziH U ryiG UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
subject to 0 g yiG U › yiF UŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž
q› ziH UŽ . Ž . .
y yiF U q ziH UŽ . Ž .Ž .
= › yiG U q N U , 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . S
y g I , z g R m. 4.2Ž .q
Ž . mWe denote by K the set of all feasible solutions U, y, z g S = I = R1 q
Ž . i Ž .of problem DI . We assume throughout this section that y F U
i Ž . i Ž .qz H U G 0 and y G U ) 0.
It is remarkable that the sufficient conditions for the solution of prob-
Ž .lem P are often considered as the converse of the necessary conditions
under extra assumptions on convexity. In Theorem 3.3, the sufficient
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Ž .conditions are the necessary conditions Theorem 3.2 under extra assump-
Ž .tions on generalized I , r, u -convexity. It follows that in the dual situa-
tion, extra assumptions in the sufficient conditions are required. In the
following, we will establish weak, strong, and strictly converse duality
theorems.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1 Weak Duality . Let V g F and U, y, z g K and letP 1
i i i i i iD ? s y G U y F ? q z H ? y y G ? y F U q z H UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and I V, U, yh G 0 fo reach h g N U . Suppose any one of the follow-S
ing conditions is ¤alid:
Ž . i Ž . i Ž . ia y F is I , r , u -con¤ex, yy G is I , r , u -con¤ex, z H is1 2
Ž . i Ž . w i Ž . i Ž .xI , r , u -con¤ ex , and y G U r q y F U q z H U r3 1 2
i Ž .qy G U r G 0.3
Ž . Ž .b D is I , r, u -pseudocon¤ex and r G 0.
Ž . Ž .c D is prestrictly I , r, u -quasicon¤ex and r ) 0.
Then
f V G yiF U q ziH U yiG U ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where f V defined in Lemma 2.2 is the objecti¤e of minimization problem
Ž .for P .
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that
f V - yiF U q ziH U yiG U . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Then, by Lemma 2.2 and y g I, we have
yiF V ryiG V - yiF U q ziH U yiG U ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
or, equivalently,
i i i i iy G U y F V y y G V y F U q z H U - 0. 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .From the inequality 4.4 , it is easy to derive that
i i i i iy F V y y F U y G U y y F U q z H UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
i i i i= y G V y y G U y z H U y G UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
i i i i is y G U y F V y y G V y F U q z H U - 0. 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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i Ž . i Ž . Ž .Adding y G U z H V to both sides of 4.4 , we get
i i i i i iy G U y F V q z H V y y G V y F U q z H UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
- yiG U ziH V . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
i Ž . i Ž . Ž .Using the fact that y G U ) 0 and z H V F 0, the inequality 4.6
implies
D V - 0 s D U . 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž i .Ž . Ž i .Ž . Ž i .Ž .By 4.1 , there exist f g › y F U , h g › z H U , g g › yy G U ,
Ž .and h g N U such thatS
i i iy G U f q h q y F U q z H U g q h s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
By the sublinearity of I , we have
i i iI V , U; y G U f q h q y F U q z H U g q h s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
i i iI V , U; y G U f q h q y F U q z H U gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
G I V , U; yh G 0. 4.8Ž . Ž .
Ž .If hypothesis a holds, the following inequalities are valid
yiF V y yiF U G I V , U; f q r u V , U , 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
i iy y G V y y G U G I V , U; g q r u V , U , 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
y ziH U G yziH V q I V , U; h q r u V , UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .3
G I V , U; z q r u V , UŽ . Ž .3
since z g R m and V g F . 4.11Ž .Ž .q P
i Ž . i Ž . i Ž . Ž .Since y G U G 0 and y F U q z H U G 0, we multiply 4.9 by
i Ž . Ž . i Ž . i Ž . Ž . i Ž .y G U , 4.10 by y F U q z H U , and 4.11 by y G U , and add the
Ž . Ž .resulting inequalities. Then, from 4.5 , 4.8 , and the sublinearity of I , we
have
i i i i0 ) y G U r q y F U q z H U r q y G U r u V , U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
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This contradicts the fact that
T i i iy G U r q y F U q z H U r q y G U r G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
Ž .and so inequality 4.3 is not true.
Ž . Ž .If hypothesis b holds, using the I , r, u -pseudoconvexity of D and the
Ž .inequality 4.7 , we have
i i iI V , U; y G U f q h q y F U q z H U g - yru V , U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
4.12Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consequently, inequalities 4.8 and 4.12 yield ru V, U - 0. This is
Ž . Ž .contrary to the fact that r G 0 and u V, U ) 0. So inequaliy 4.3 is not
true.
Ž .Hypothesis c follows along the same lines of reasoning. Therefore, the
proof of our theorem is complete.
Ž .THEOREM 4.2 Strong Duality . In Theorems 3.2 and 4.1, we assume
further that the functions F , yG , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and H , u s 1, 2, . . . , m,i i j
Ž . Ž .are I*, r, u -con¤ex on S . If V* g S is an optimal solution of P , then
m Ž .there exist y* g I and z* g R such that V*, y*, z* is a feasible solution ofq
Ž .DI . Furthermore, if the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are ¤alid for all feasible
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of DI , then V*, y*, z* is an optimal solution of DI and the
Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .optimal ¤alues of P and DI are equal; that is, min P s max DI .
Proof. Since F , yG , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and H , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, arei i j
Ž .I*, r, u -convex, it follows from Remark 2.3 that F , yG , i s 1, 2, . . . , p,i i
and H , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are convex set functions. By Theorem 3.2, herej
m Ž .exist y* g I and z* g R such that V*, y*, z* is a feasible solution ofq
Ž .DI . Furthermore,
y*iF V* q z*iH V* y*iF V*Ž . Ž . Ž .
s s f V* .Ž .i iy* G V* y* G V*Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus the optimality of V*, y*, z* for DI follows from Theorem 4.1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.3 Strictly, Converse Duality . Let V and V*, y , z be1 0 0
Ž . Ž .respecti¤e optimal solutions of P and DI and assume that the assumptions
of Theorem 4.2 are fulfilled. If the set function
i i iD ? s y G V* y F ? q z H ?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
i i iy y G ? y F V* q z H V*Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
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Ž .is strictly I , r, u -pseudocon¤ex with r G 0, then V s V* is an optimal1
Ž .solution of P with the same optimal ¤alues
f V s yi F V* q zi H V* yi G V* . 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0 0 0
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that V / V*. From Theorem 4.2, we1
m Ž .know that there exist y g I and z g R such that V , y , z is an1 1 q 1 1 1
Ž .optimal solution of DI with the same optimal values
f V s yi F V q zi H V yi G V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Now, proceeding along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 4.1
Ž Ž . Ž ..replacing V by V and U, y, z by V*, y , z , we arrive at the follow-1 0 0
ing strict inequality:
f V ) yi F V* q zi H V* yi G V* .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0 0 0
This contradicts the fact that
f V s yi F V s zi H V yi G VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s yi F V* q zi H V* yi G V* .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
Ž .Consequently, we see that V s V*, and the equality 4.13 holds.1
5. SECOND DUAL MODEL
Ž .We shall continue to discuss the parameter-free duality model for P .
Consider the following dual problem
DIIŽ .
i iMaximize y F U y G UŽ . Ž .
subject to 0 g yiG U › yiF U q › ziH UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
yyiF U › yiG U q N U , 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . S
ziH U G 0, 5.2Ž . Ž .
y g I , z g R m. 5.3Ž .q
Ž . mDenote by K the set of all feasible solutions U, y, z g S = I = R of2 q
Ž . i Ž .problem DII . Throughout this section, we assume that y F U G 0 and
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i Ž .y G U ) 0. As in Sectin 4, we can prove the following weak duality,
strong duality, and strictly converse duality theorems as follwos.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1 Weak Duality . Let V g F and U, y, z g K and letP 2
E ? s yiG U yiF ? y yiF U yiG ? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
L ? s ziH ? and J ? s E ? q yiG U L ? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Assume that I V, U, yh G 0 for each h g N U . Suppose any one of theS
following conditions holds:
Ž . i Ž . i Ž . ia y F is I , r , u -con¤ex, yy G is I , r , u -con¤ex, z H is1 2
Ž . i Ž . i Ž . i Ž .I , r , u -con¤ex, and y G U r q y F U r q y G U r G 0.3 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .b E is I , r , u -pseudocon¤ex, L is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, and1 2
i Ž .r q y G U r G 0.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .c E is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, L is strictly I , r , u -pseudocon¤ex,1 2
i Ž .and r q y G U r G 0.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .d E is prestrictly I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, L is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex,1 2
i Ž .and r q y G U r ) 0.1 2
Ž . Ž .e J is I , r, u -pseudocon¤ex and r G 0.
Ž . Ž .f J is prestrictly I , r, u -quasicon¤ex and r ) 0.
Then
f V G yiF U yiG U .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž i .Ž . Ž i .Ž .Proof. By 5.1 , there exist f g › y F U , h g › z H U , g g
Ž i .Ž . Ž .› yy G U , and h g N U such thatS
yiG U f q h q yiF U g q h s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
It follows from the sublinearity of I that
I V , U; yiG U f q h q yiF U g q h s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
I V , U; yiG U f q h q yiF U g G I V , U; yh G 0. 5.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Suppose, to the contrary, that the result of the theorem is not true. Then
f V - yiF U yiG U . 5.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Then, by Lemma 2.2 and y g I, we have
yiF V yiG V - yiF U yiG U ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and so
E V s yiG U yiF V y yiG V yiF U - 0 s E U . 5.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then we have
i i i i i iy G U y F V y y F U y y F U y G V y y G U - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5.7Ž .
Ž .Since V g F , L V F 0. It follows thatP
L V F 0 F L U . 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Consequently, the inequalities 5.6 and 5.8 yield
J V - J U . 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .If hypothesis a holds, the following inequalities are valid
yiF V y yiF U G I V , U; f q r u V , U , 5.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
i iy y G V y y G U G I V , U; g q r u V , U , 5.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
ziH V y ziH U G I V , U; h q r u V , U . 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3
i Ž . i Ž . Ž . i Ž .Now, since y G U G 0 and y F U G 0, we multiply 5.10 by y G U ,
Ž . i Ž . Ž . i Ž .5.11 by y F U , and 5.12 by y G U , and add the resulting inequalities.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, from 5.4 , 5.7 , 5.8 , and the sublinearity of I , we get
0 ) yiG U r q yiF U r q yiG U r u V , U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3
This is contrary to the fact that
yiG U r q yiF U r q yiG U r G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
Ž .Hence inequality 5.5 is not true.
Ž . Ž .If hypothesis b holds, by the I , r , u -pseudoconvexity of E and the1
Ž .inequality 5.6 , we have
I V , U; yiG U f q yiF U g - yr u V , U . 5.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
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Ž . Ž .Since L is I , r , u -quasiconvex and from 5.8 , we get2
I V , U; h F yr u V , U . 5.14Ž . Ž . Ž .2
i Ž . Ž . i Ž .Since y G U ) 0, multiplying 5.14 by y G U and adding the result to
Ž . Ž .5.13 , we can deduce from the sublinearity of I and 5.4 that
r q yiG U r u V , U - 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
This is contary to the fact that
r q yiG U r G 0.Ž .1 2
Ž .So inequality 5.5 is not true.
Ž . Ž .The proof of our theorem under hypotheses c and d can be carried
out along the same lines of reasoning as above.
Ž . Ž .If hypothesis e holds, J is I , r, u -pseudoconvex. It follows from the
Ž .inequality 5.9 that
I V , U; yiG U f q h q yiF U g - yru V , U . 5.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Consequently, 5.15 and 5.4 yield
ru V , U - 0.Ž .
Ž . Ž .This contradicts the fact that r G 0 and u V, U ) 0. So inequality 5.5
does not hold.
Ž .Hypothesis f follows along the same lines of reasoning. The proof is
complete.
Ž .THEOREM 5.2 Strong Duality . In Theorems 3.2 and 5.1, we assume
further that the functions F , yG , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and H , j s 1, 2, . . . , m,i i j
Ž . Ž .are I*, r, u -con¤ex on S . If V* g S is an optimal solution of P , then
m Ž .there exist y* g I and z* g R such that V*, y*, z* g K , the feasibleq 2
Ž .solutions of DII . Furthermore, if the conditions of Theorem 5.1 hold for all
Ž . Ž . Ž .feasible solutions of DII , then V*, y*, z* is an optimal solution of DII
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and the optimal ¤alues of P and DII are equal; that is, min P s max DII .
Proof. Since F , yG , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and H , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, arei i j
Ž .I*, r, u -convex, it follows from Remark 2.3 that F , yG , i s 1, 2, . . . , p,i i
and H , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are convex set functions. By Theorem 3.2, therej
m Ž . Ž . Ž .exist y* g I and z* g R such that V*, y*, z* g K . Since P and DIIq 2
Ž . Ž .have the same objective function, the optimality of V*, y*, z* for DII
follows from Theorem 5.1.
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.3 Strictly Converse Duality . Let V and V*, y , z be1 0 0
Ž . Ž .optimal solutions of P and DII , respecti¤ely, and assume that the assump-
Ž . i Ž . i Ž .tions of Theorem 5.2 are fulfilled. If E ? s y G V* y F ? y0 0
i Ž . i Ž . Ž . Ž . i Ž .y F V* y G ? is strictly I , r , u -pseudocon¤ex, L ? s z H ? is0 0 1 0
Ž .I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, and r q r G 0, then V s V*; that is, V* is an2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .optimal solution of P with the same optimal ¤alues f V s1
i Ž . i Ž .y F V* ry G V* .0 0
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that V / V*. From Theorem 5.2, we1
m Ž .know that there exist y g I and z g R such that V , y , z is an1 1 q 1 1 1
Ž .optimal solution of DII with optimal value
f V s yi F V yi G V .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1
Now we proceed along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 5.1
Ž Ž . Ž ..replacing V by V and U, y, z by V*, y , z and arrive at the strict1 0 0
inequality
f V ) yi F V* yi G V* ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 0
which is contrary to the fact that
f V s yi F V yi G V s yi F V* yi G V* .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Hence
V s V* and f V s yi F V* yi G V* .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 0 0
The proof of the theorem is complete.
6. THE THIRD DUAL MODEL
Making use of Theorem 3.1, we can formulate another dual problem as
follows
DIII Maximize lŽ .
subject to 0 g › yiF U y l › yiG UŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q› ziH U q N U , 6.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S
yiF U y l yiG U G 0, 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
ziH U G 0, 6.3Ž . Ž .
y g I , l g R , z g R m. 6.4Ž .q q
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Ž . mWe denote by K the set of all feasible solution U, y, z, l g S = I = R3 q
Ž .= R of problem DIII . A weak duality theorem is established as follows.q
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6.1 Weak Duality . Let V g F and U, y, z, l g K andP 3
let
Q ? s yiF ? y l yiG ? ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
L ? s ziH ? ,Ž . Ž .
M ? s Q ? q L ? .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Suppose any one of the following conditions holds:
Ž . i Ž . i Ž . ia y F is I , r , u -con¤ex, yy G is I , r , u -con¤ex, z H is1 2
Ž .I , r , u -con¤ex, and r q lr q r G 0.3 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Q is I , r , u -pseudocon¤ex, L is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, and1 2
r q r G 0.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .c Q is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, L is strictly I , r , u -pseudocon¤ex,1 2
and r q r G 0.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .d Q is prestrictly I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, L is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex,1 2
and r q r ) 0.1 2
Ž . Ž .e M is I , r, u -pseudocon¤ex and r G 0.
Ž . Ž .f M is prestrictly I , r, u -quasicon¤ex and r ) 0.
Then
f V G l.Ž .
Ž . Ž i .Ž . Ž i .Ž .Proof. By 6.1 , there exist f g › y F U , h g › z H U , g g
Ž i .Ž . Ž .› yy G U , and h g N U such thatS
f q lg q h q h s 0.
It follows that
I V , U; f q lg q h q h s 0.Ž .
From the sublinearity of I , we have
I V , U; f q lg q h G I V , U; yh G 0. 6.5Ž . Ž . Ž .
We suppose, to the contrary, that
f V - l.Ž .
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Then, by Lemma 2.2 and y g I, we have
yiF V yiG V - l.Ž . Ž .
Thus we have
yiF V y l yiG V - 0. 6.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Consequently, the inequalities 6.2 and 6.6 yield
Q V - 0 F Q U . 6.7Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Using both the feasibility V for P and the inequality 6.3 , we have
L V F 0 F L U . 6.8Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Consequently, the inequalities 6.7 and 6.8 yield
M V - M U . 6.9Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .If hypothesis a holds, the following inequalities are valid:
yiF V y yiF U G I V , U; f q r u V , U , 6.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
i iy y G V y y G U G I V , U; g q r u V , U , 6.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
ziH V y ziH U G I V , U; h q r u V , U . 6.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3
Ž .Now, multiplying 6.11 by l, adding the resulting inequalities, and with
Ž . Ž .6.9 , 6.5 , and the sublineairty of I , we have
0 ) r q lr q r u V , U ,Ž . Ž .1 2 3
which is contrary to the fact that
r q lr q r G 0.1 2 3
Ž .Hence f V G l.
Ž . Ž .If hypothesis b holds, by the I , r , u -pseudoconvexity of Q and the1
Ž .inequality 6.7 , we have
I V , U; f q lg - yr u V , U . 6.13Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .By the I , r , u -quasiconvexity of I , we get, from 6.8 ,2
I V , U; h F yr u V , U . 6.14Ž . Ž . Ž .2
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Ž . Ž . Ž .From 6.13 , 6.14 , 6.5 , and the sublinearity of I , we have
r q r u V , U - 0,Ž . Ž .1 2
which is contrary to the fact that
r q r G 0.1 2
Ž .Hence f V G l.
Ž . Ž .The proof of the theorem under hypotheses c and d can be carried
out along the same lines of reasoning as above.
Ž . Ž .If hypothesis e holds, using the I , r, u -pseudoconvexity of M and
Ž .the inequality 6.9 , we have
I V , U; f q lg q h - yru V , U . 6.15Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Consequently, inequalities 6.15 and 6.5 yield
ru V , U - 0,Ž .
Ž .which is contrary to the fact that r G 0. Hence f V G l.
Ž .Hypothesis f follows along the same lines of reasoning used to prove
Ž .e .
The proof of our theorem is complete.
Ž .THEOREM 6.2 Strong Duality . In Theorems 3.1 and 6.1, let the func-
Ž .tions F , yG , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and H , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, be I*, r, u -con¤exi i j
on S . Assume further that these functions satisfy the other conditions in
Ž .Theorem 3.1. If V* g S is an optimal solution of P , then there exist
m Ž .y* g I, z* g R , and l* g R such that V*, y*, z*, l* is a feasibleq q
Ž .solution of DIII . Furthermore, if the conditions of Theorem 6.1 hold for all
Ž . Ž .feasible solutions of DIII , then V*, y*, z*, l* is an optimal solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .DIII and the optimal ¤alues of P and DIII are equal; that is, min P s
Ž .max DIII .
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there exist y* g I, z* g R m, andl* g Rq q
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that V*, y*, z*, l* is a feasible solution of DIII . Since l* s f V* ,
Ž . Ž .the optimality of the feasible solution V*, y*, z*, l* for DIII reduces to
Ž .the maximum value of DIII . This fact follows from Theorem 6.1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6.3 Strictly Converse Duality . Let V and V*, y , z , l1 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .be optimal solutions of P and DIII , respecti¤ely, and assume that the
i Ž . i Ž .assumptions of Theorem 6.2 are fulfilled. If y F ? y l y G ? is strictly0 0 0
Ž . Ž . i Ž . Ž .I , r , u -pseudocon¤ex, L ? s z H ? is I , r , u -quasicon¤ex, and r1 0 2 1
Ž .q r G 0, then V s V*; that is, V* is an optimal solution of P with the2 1
Ž .same optimal ¤alues f V s l .1 0
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Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that V / V*. From Theorem 6.2, we1
know that there exist l g R , y g I, and z g R m such that1 q 1 1 q
Ž . Ž .V , y , z , l is an optimal solution of DIII with optimal value l s1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Žf V . Now, as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 by replacing V by V and1 1
Ž . Ž .. Ž .U, y, z, l by V*, y , z , l , we will arrive at the strict inequality f V0 0 0 1
Ž .) l . This contradicts the fact that f V s l s l . Therefore, we0 1 1 0
Ž .conclude that V s V* and f V s l .1 1 0
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